
 

 

 

 

 

Targeted players: Family + / Light Eurogame 

Components: 6 monuments (6 cards ea.) + 115 cards (half size). 

Mechanics: Push-OUR-luck (no “Y”), open drafting, resource mgnt. 
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SAN GIMIGNANO 
San Gimignano is the world-
famous Italian town known for its 
magnificent towers erected during 
the Middle Ages. Prosperous 
trading families, pertaining to 
either the Guelphs or the 
Ghibellines, competed to 
demonstrate is power by 
erecting these defensive towers. 
History is full of conspiracies, 
anecdotes, and dramatic events 
such the Black Death outbreak. 

 2-6           30 min        9+ 

OBJECTIVE 
Become the master Arkitekt by constructing 

your tower and quickly crowning it with your 
faction's flag. Each tower comprises 6 blocks, 
showcasing necessary materials and workers. 

Flip a block to construct it unveiling a clear 
image. The faction's flag crowning 

 holds a secret mission,  
introducing an extra  

layer of strategic  
depth to the  

game. 

Back of Flag Why is different? 
🎲 Exciting Mechanics, Simple 
Rules:  Thrilling gameplay made easy. 

🌐 Language-independent, Low 
Production Cost:  Cut through 
complexities, reduce production costs. 

⏰ No Waiting Time, Maximum 
Interaction: Non-stop engagement, 
no downtime. 

⚡ Every Move Matters: Strategic 
decisions shape victory. 

Navigating Crises & Strategic Choices: 
The game challenges players with unpredictable 
crises like the surprise arrival of the Black Death, 
where strategic decision-making and resource 
management play main roles. The "Push-OUR-
luck" (no “Y”) mechanic introduces an element of 
chance, as any player may draw the Black Death 
card during their turn, affecting all participants. 

Once the crisis hits, quick and judicious decision-
makers leads to the best rewards, but careful 
planning is crucial. An "Open Drafting" mechanic 
allows players to continue drawing resources or 
play opportunity cards.  

Resources, comprising materials and money, are 
scarce, and the movement of workers and Power 
Cards between players is determined by bonuses, 
emphasizing the dynamic nature of the game. 
Effective resource management becomes a key 
strategy for success.  

Life’s multiple options are mirrored in the game 
through Power Cards, adding depth to the 
gameplay. An "Extended Open Drafting" 
mechanic presents nine distinct Power Cards, 
requiring players to strategically select the ones 
that will lead them to victory. 


